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HEALTH, SAFETY & WELFARE
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The colours shown are indicative and 
colour samples should be requested for
a true representation of the products colour

Oure range is manufactured in accordance with BS6073 parts 1 & 2:1981  in two 
part or homogenous semi dry or wet cast mix.  Using natural occurring 
aggregates,sand, Portland cement and an integral waterproofer, pigments 
are added where necessary.

Cast Stone Dressings 
When tested in accordance with BS1881:Part 116: 1983 and BS1217:1997 and 
the United Kingdom cast Stone Association, the cast stone was tested over three 
150mm cubes giving an average crushing strength well in excess of 25KN/mm2.

When tested in accordance with BS1881:Part 116: 1983 and BS6073: parts 
1 & 2:1981, the cast stone was tested over ten samples of blocks at a size of 
440x215x100mm giving an average strength in excess of 10KN/mm2.

All balustrade units are NON Structural.

TECHNICAL DATA

TECHNICAL DATA
COMPOSITION

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

STRUCTURAL USE

DENSITY
The typical average density of stone from stock architectural masonry 
is 2150kg/m3

DRY SHRINKAGE 
The average dry shrinkage of three specimens sampled and tested in 
accordance with BS6073:Part 1 was as follows:
Face Mix        <0.04%            Backing Mix   <0.06%

WEATHERING
Many factors influence the way cast stone weathers, such as design, exposure, 
climate and surrounding.  All pigments used are colourfast and durable and 
conform to BS1014.  Architectural dressings will weather in a 
similar manner to natural stone, when exposed to similar conditions.

CEMENTITIOUS EFFLORESCENCE
As with all reconstructed stone and cement based products there is the possibility
that the temporary phenomenon known as efflorescence will occur causing 
lightening of colour.  This will reduce over a period of time with natural weathering.

The contractor shall ensure that health, safety and welfare measures required 
or by virtue of the provision of any enactment or regulation or the working rules 
of the industry are complied with.
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BALUSTRADE
Wide selection of stone balustrade

Based in Keighley, West Yorkshire Abbey Artstone Limited provides the highest quality architectural masonry products.
We supply contracts throughout the UK from large residential and commercial developments to small extension or garden
walls. Whatever your needs Abbey Artstone has the experience to supply.

Abbey Artstone provides four main product types. Semi dry cast stone products,Wetcast reinforced stone products. 
Glass Reinforced Cement (GRC) and Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP). From these four base materials we can provide 
a wide range of masonry products to suit your needs.

Semi Dry is perhaps the most commonly used cast stone in the house building industry as a cost effective alternative to 
natural stone. It is a versatile product used for many applications which includes (but is not limited to) window surrounds, 
copings and pier caps, ballustrade, bulls eye windows, quoins, corbels, ashlar blocks, vents, datestones,keystones 
and much more. 



STANDARD RANGE

02 STANDARD RANGE
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THE STANDARD RANGE

BASE / TOP RAIL

This is our simplest range, although this does not mean the 
style has been compromised. It's simplistic style allows

 for a greater  versatilty and with four heights to choose from 
it can be used in almost  any location from garden walls 

and patios to balconies and stairways. It's 17 
different styles and height of  baluster to choose 

from make it much more than just a 
basic range.
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PREMIER RANGE
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THE PREMIER RANGE
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Designed to obtain that classic garden 
ballustrade feel. Suited for any garden, 

large or small, this range turns
your outdoor space into an area to 

enjoy and feel luxourius in.  
This range is available in four 

heights to suit your needs 
and is equally 

effective on 
a dwarf wall 

or balcony.
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SONIC RANGE
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THE SONIC RANGE
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Designed to meet all building 
regulation requirements. It is high 
enough for any situation  without the 
need for a dwarf  wall. This range 
remains stylish and is  a great addition to 
any garden large or small.
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THE BALLUSTERS
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450mm
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450mm B13

450mm
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525mm
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525mm
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610mm
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610mm

05THE BALUSTERS

610mm BALUSTERS

450mm BALUSTERS

525mm BALUSTERS

325mm BALUSTERS

The Balusters are available in a wide range of
styles to suit any taste and style, varying from

the ornate and complex to the simple and modern
look. Available in four different heights, these

correspond to the available pier options for each 
range, to allow mix and match.

B7
525mm



ABBEY ARTSTONE
Worth Valley Works, Pitt Street, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD21 4PF

Semi Dry | Wet Cast | Glass Reinforced Concrete | Glass Reinforced Plastic
Company Registration Number : 7529533

Tel. 01535 610964 Fax. 01535 690989 Email. info@abbeyartstone.co.uk


